The art
of outdoor
cooking

OFYR CLASSIC
The purest expression of OFYR. Designed to fit in with any
surroundings, OFYR Classic is a beautiful Corten steel object
even when not in use. Light it up, and it turns every outdoor
event into a special occasion.
The OFYR Dolly is a simple way to add mobility to your
OFYR Classic 100-100 and Classic Storage 100-100.
Once wheeled into place, the Dolly’s stabilising feet can be
used to safely secure your OFYR cooking unit ready for cooking.

OFYR DOLLY

OFYR CLASSIC 85-100

OFYR CLASSIC 100-100

OFYR CLASSIC
CONCRETE
Bold and sophisticated, the OFYR Concrete creates a vivid
statement in any outdoor setting. Distinguished by its black
concrete base and cone with h
 eat-resistant matt finish,
it can be left outdoors in all weather conditions.
OFYR CLASSIC
CONCRETE 85-100

OFYR CLASSIC
CONCRETE 100-100

OFYR CLASSIC
STORAGE
All the style and simplicity of OFYR, with the added convenience
of built-in wood storage. Available in 85 cm and 100 cm sizes,
OFYR Classic Storage looks fantastic alone or combined
with other OFYR units such as the Butcher Block.
OFYR CLASSIC
STORAGE 85-100

OFYR CLASSIC
STORAGE 100-100

OFYR ISLAND
This all-in-one unit combines unbeatable style and f unctionality
in a compact design. Constructed from durable corten steel,
it includes an 85cm or 100cm OFYR with wood storage, solid
wood chopping board and a handy accessories tray for utensils
and condiments.

OFYR ISLAND 85-100

OFYR ISLAND 100-100

OFYR SNUFFERS &
COVERS
To safely extinguish your OFYR after use and cover up hot coals
please use Snuffer 85 (Ø50 cm) and Snuffer 100 (Ø60 cm).
OFYR Cover 85 (Ø85 cm) and Cover 100 (Ø100 cm) fit over the fire
bowl and hotplate to cover up your OFYR when not in use.

SNUFFER
BLACK 85/100

COVER
BLACK 85/100

GRILL ROUND
This sturdy two-piece grill is ideal for cooking larger cuts of meat
on OFYR. Place the grill and stand directly over the flames for a
chargrilled taste. OFYR’s cooking plate remains u
 nobstructed so
you can cook other dishes at the same time, and with the stand in
place adding more wood to the fire is easy.

GRILL ROUND 85

GRILL ROUND 100

BRAZILIAN GRILL

HORIZONTAL SKEWERS

Convert your OFYR classic 100-100 into a Brazilian style
barbecue with this set of three skewers in a circular steel
stand. The skewers have wooden handles for easy handling,
and allow slow cooking of meat directly over the fire.

Barbecue fans will love this set of three steel skewers on a
specially designed stand. Placed over an OFYR fire, the notched
stand is just the right height for meat and vegetables to cook to
perfection. Available for OFYR 100 models.

BRAZILIAN
GRILL 100

SKEWERS 105
(SET OF 3)

HORIZONTAL SKEWERS
SET 100

SKEWERS 85
(SET OF 3)

AUTUMN & WINTER
OFYR’s cone shaped fire bowl radiates heat over a radius of up to two
metres, making it possible to cook and entertain outdoors even in
the colder months. Perfect for cooking a warming winter stew whilst
enjoying a glass of mulled wine, OFYR brings warmth and light to your
outdoor space all year round.
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